We propose multi-dimensional index data structures that generalize su x arrays to square matrices and cubic matrices. Giancarlo proposed a two-dimensional index data structure, the Lsu x tree, that generalizes su x trees to square matrices. However, the construction algorithm for Lsu x trees maintains complicated data structures and uses a large amount of space. We present simple and practical construction algorithms for multi-dimensional su x arrays by applying a new partitioning technique to lexicographic sorting. Our contributions are the following: 1 We present the rst algorithm for constructing two-dimensional su x arrays directly. Our algorithm is ten times faster and ve times space-e cient than Giancarlo's algorithm for Lsu x trees. 2 We present an e cient algorithm for three-dimensional su x arrays, which is the rst algorithm for constructing three-dimensional index data structures.
Introduction
The classical string matching for a pattern p and a text t nds all occurrences of p in t. In many applications 16 ranging from string matching to computational molecular biology, the same text is queried many times with di erent patterns. E cient solutions for this problem are based on constructing an index data structure of t that contains an occurrence of p as an index in t.
Various kinds of index data structures for one-dimensional strings have been developed such as su x trees 5, 23, 29, 31 , su x arrays 22 , su x automata 30 , and so on.
The su x tree is a compacted trie that represents all su xes of a text string 23 . It was designed as a space-e cient alternative to Weiner's position tree 31 . A su x tree for a text t of length n over an alphabet can be built in On log jj time 5, 23, 29 . We can search a pattern p of length m in Om log jj time using the su x tree. Note that the construction time and the query time depend on the alphabet size. Recently, Farach 8 gave an On-time constructing algorithm for integer alphabets. Although it was mainly designed for pattern matching purposes, the su x tree is useful for many other applications of string processing 4, 7, 16, 21 .
The su x array due to Manber and Myers 22 is basically a sorted list of all the su xes of a text string and can be constructed in On log n time 15, 22 . When the sorted list is coupled with information about longest common pre xes lcps, string searches can be answered in Om + log n time using a simple augmentation to a classic binary search. In practice, su x arrays use less space than su x trees, but the construction takes more time 22 . Recently, many algorithms for two-and higher-dimensional pattern matching have been developed. For two-dimensional pattern matching that nds all occurrences of an m m pattern P in an n n text T, Amir, Benson and Farach 3 and Galil and Park 9 gave linear-time solutions.
For index data structures in two dimensions, Gonnet 14 rst introduced a notion of su x trees for a matrix, called the PAT-tree. Giancarlo 10 proposed the Lsu x tree that is a generalization of the su x tree to square matrices, and gave a n O n 2 log n-time construction algorithm using On 2 space for an n n matrix. Giancarlo and Grossi 11 proposed CRCW PRAM algorithms for the construction of Lsu x trees. Giancarlo and Grossi 12, 13 also introduced the general framework of two-dimensional su x tree families and gave an expected linear-time construction algorithm. For two-dimensional su x arrays, Giancarlo 10 rst constructed Lsu x trees and then obtained two-dimensional su x arrays from Lsu x trees. However, the construction of Lsu x trees maintains complicated data structures and uses a large amount of space, and thus it is not a practical way of constructing two-dimensional su x arrays. Also, there is no obvious way to extend Manber and Myers's su x array construction algorithm to two dimensions.
In this paper we propose Isu x arrays and Zsu x arrays that generalize su x arrays to n n square matrices and n nn cubic matrices, respectively. We rst de ne linear representations of square matrices and cubic matrices. In order to sort the linearly represented su xes, we develop a new partitioning technique based on Hopcroft's function partitioning 1, 17 . By applying the technique, we present a simple and practical algorithm for constructing Isu x arrays. Our algorithm is independent of the alphabet size and can beeasily extended to higher dimensions. Our contributions are the following:
1 We present an On 2 log n time construction algorithm for Isu x arrays, which is the rst algorithm for constructing two-dimensional su x arrays directly. Our algorithm is ten times faster and ve times space-e cient than Giancarlo's algorithm for Lsu x trees, which is a remarkable improvement.
2 We present an On 3 log n time construction algorithm for Zsu x arrays. This is the rst algorithm for constructing three-dimensional index data structures.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a linear representation of square matrices and de ne two-dimensional su x arrays. In Section 3 we present a t w o-phase partitioning technique based on Hopcroft's function partitioning. In Section 4 we present our algorithm for constructing two-dimensional su x arrays. Experimental results are presented in Section 5. In Section 6 we brie y describe the three-dimensional case and we conclude in Section 7.
Preliminaries
In this section we rst describe a linearization method of square matrices, and then de ne twodimensional su x arrays.
Linear representation of square matrices
Given an n n matrix A, w e denote by A i : k;j:l the submatrix of A with corners i; j, k;j, i; l, and k;l. When i = k or j = l, we omit one of the repeated indices. An entry of matrix A has a symbol from an alphabet , on which a total order is de ned. Consider a string x over alphabet . The ith su x resp. pre x of x is de ned as the largest substring of x that starts resp. ends at position i. We generalize this de nition of su xes to higher dimensions: For 1 i; j n, the su x SA ij of matrix A is the largest square submatrix of A that starts at position i; j i n A . That is, SA ij = A i : i + k;j:j+k where k = n , maxi; j. Giancarlo 10 proposed two constraints of a two-dimensional index data structure i.e., completeness and common pre x constraints so that it can be used for pattern matching purposes when patterns are square matrices. The completeness constraint is that every square submatrix of A must beassociated with a pre x of a su x of A and the common pre x constraint is that the same square submatrices of A must beacommon pre x of some su xes of A, whatever the de nition of pre x is. To satisfy these constraints, we adopt a linear representation of a square matrix. Let 
, where the letter I represents linear shapes. We refer to the strings of I as Icharacters and we consider each of them as an atomic item. We refer to I as the alphabet of Icharacters. Two Icharacters are equal if and only if they are equal as strings over .
Moreover, given two Icharacters I wand I uof equal length, I w I uif and only if I was a string is lexicographically smaller than I uas a string.
We describe a linearization method for a square matrix A 1 : n; 1 : n . We linearize the matrix IA [2] IA [4] IA [6] IA [3] IA [5] IA [7] body(IA [7] ) tail(IA [7] ) Matrix A 
Isu x arrays
Given a text matrix T 1 : n; 1 : n , we will de ne Isu xes of T. Let i be a special symbol not in the alphabet such that i j a for integers i j and each symbola2. show a table P O S that is a lexicographic sorted array of all Isu xes of T. We also show all middle points that can arise in a binary search. If a middle point M is 7, then the unique triple is 5; 7; 9. In this case, we h a v e Llcp 7 = lcp 3 ; 3 ; 2 ; 3 = 1 a n d Rlcp 7 = lcp 2 ; 3 ; 1 ; 2 = 2 . 2 
E cient partitioning technique
We will sort the Isu xes of a matrix using partitioning techniques. 
Equivalence classes
We rst de ne equivalence relations E l for 1 l 2n+ 1 . E l is de ned on the set of start positions i; j of all Isu xes ij of matrix T: i; j E l u; v if and only if ij 1::l = uv 1::l : That is, i; j and u; v are in an equivalence class of E l if and only if the Ilength of the longest common Ipre x between two Isu xes ij and uv is at least l.
To construct one-dimensional su x arrays, Manberand Myers computed equivalence classes of E l by doubling the value of l 22 . If we extend their method to two dimensions, we can double the size of submatrices rst in the row or column direction and then in the other direction. See Fig. 3 . However, both of the two ways violate the completeness constraint. For example, none of 3 3 submatrices can be a pre x of a su x. We will extend Gus eld's increment-by-one approach to two dimensions. We will compute equivalence classes of E l by increasing the value of l by 1. We rst nd equivalence classes of E 1 by sorting all symbols of matrix T because each symbolT i; j corresponds to the rst Icharacter of an Isu x ij . The time complexity is On 2 log n when the alphabet is general. Then, we compute equivalence classes of E 2 ; E 3 ; : : : successively by the partitioning technique until all classes are singleton sets.
At stage l of the partitioning we compute equivalence classes of E l+1 from equivalence classes of E l . To do that, we do not compare l + 1st Icharacters of two Isu xes, but we use the position information only as follows. We de ne the reference of a position i; j in an equivalence class of E l , denoted by ri; j: if l is odd, ri; j = i + 1 ; j ; if l is even, ri; j = i; j + 1. Suppose that i; j E l u; v. If l is odd, l + 1st Icharacters of Isu xes ij and uv are some subrows in T. In this case, ij l + 1 = uv l + 1 if and only if i + 1 ; j E l u + 1 ; v i.e., ri; j E l ru; v . If l is even, ij l + 1 and uv l + 1 are some subcolumns in T. Hence ij l + 1 = uv l + 1 if and only if i; j + 1 E l u; v + 1 i.e., ri; j E l ru; v . Therefore, the partitioning is based on:
i; j E l+1 u; v if and only if i; j E l u; v and ri; j E l ru; v: Exploiting this relation directly leads to an On an equivalence class C of E l . The Istring of class C, denoted by IstrC, is the common Ipre x of Ilength l of Isu xes ij 's for all i; j 2 C. For two equivalence classes C x and C y , C x I C y if IstrC x IstrC y . Suppose that an equivalence class C of E l is split into subclasses C 1 ; : : : ; C r of E l+1 at stage l. The relative order of class C k , 1 k r , i n f C 1 ; : : : ; C r g , denoted by orderC k , is the lexicographic order of IstrC k in the set of Istrings fIstrC 1 ; : : : ; I s t r C r g . F or all i; j in a subclass C k , 1 k r, o f C , there must exist one class X k of E l such that ri; j 2 X k . We say that X k is the reference class of C associated with C k . Fact 1 Suppose that a class C is split into C 1 ; : : : ; C r . L et X k , 1 k r, b e the reference class of C associated with C k . If X i I X j then C i I C j for 1 i; j r. Thus orderC k is the relative order of X k in fX 1 ; : : : ; X r g . i; j. We de ne rankC as the minimum of q ij 's for all positions i; j in an equivalence class C. Then rankC q ij rankC + j C j for every i; j 2 C because all positions in C take contiguous entries in the P O S Fact 3 Suppose that a class C is split into C 1 ; : : : ; C r at stage l. Then Iheight rankC k = l for each C k , 2 k r.
When we s a y that we partition a class C with respect to a reference class X of C, w e partition C into two subclasses C 1 and C 2 such that C 1 = fi; j 2 C j ri; j 2 Xg and C 2 = fi; j 2 C j ri; j 6 2 Xg. At stage l of the partitioning we will partition each class C of E l with respect to reference classes of C.
Example 3: Fig. 4 shows positions in some equivalence classes. Consider an equivalence class C = f2; 1, 2; 5, 3; 9, 9; 3, 9; 9g of E 5 . Because there exist two distinct reference classes X and X 0 of C such that f3; 1, 3; 5g X and f4; 9, 10; 3, 10; 9g X 0 , we partition C with respect to X and X 0 . Thus, C can be split into two subclasses C 1 = f2; 1; 2; 5g and C 2 = f3; 9, 9; 3, 9; 9g of E 6 at stage 5. Since X I X 0 , w e can determine orderC 1 and orderC 2 i.e., C 1 I C 2 b y F act 1. By Fact 2, rankC 1 = rankC and rankC 2 = rankC 1 + j C 1 j . By Fact 3, Iheight rankC 2 = 5 .
Consider also class C 2 = f3; 9; 9; 3; 9; 9g of E 6 . Since there are two reference classes Y and Y 0 of C 2 such that f3; 10; 9; 4g Y and 9; 10 2 Y 0 , we can partition class C 2 into two subclasses D 1 = f3; 9; 9; 3g and D 2 = f9; 9g of E 7 . We also have orderD 1 orderD 2 , rankD 1 = rankC 2 , rankD 2 = rankD 1 + j D 1 j , and Iheight rankD 2 = 6. 
Partitioning technique
We rst describe main di culties when we apply Hopcroft's partitioning technique to sorting the Isu xes. Suppose that a class C of E l is partitioned to subclasses C 1 ; : : : ; C r of E l+1 . We call C the predecessor of each C k , 1 k r, denoted by predC k . Among the subclasses C 1 ; : : : ; C r , a largest one is called a big class of E l+1 ties are broken arbitrarily; all the other classes are called small classes of E l+1 . We will denote the relative order of the big subclass of C by big-ordC. The main idea of Hopcroft's partitioning is to partition with respect to small classes i.e., with respect to small reference classes in our case. However, we cannot apply this idea to sorting the Isu xes directly. In order to partition a class C by using the idea, the predecessors of all reference classes of C should be the same. Otherwise, there may exist two or more reference classes that are not small classes. Example 4 shows this case.
Example 4: Fig. 5 shows Istrings of some classes of E 1 through E 4 where = fa; bg. Let For all i; j in each class C k 0 , 1 k 0 r 0 , there exist one class X k 0 of E l such that ri; j 2 X k 0 .
We call X k 0 the 2nd-phase reference class of V k associated with C k 0 . Note that the reference class of D associated with C k 0 , 1 k 0 r 0 , is the 2nd-phase reference class of V k associated with C k 0 .
Lemma 1 shows that we correctly partition the classes of E l with respect to 1st-phase and 2nd-phase reference classes at stage l. 
The algorithm for Isu x arrays
We will describe an algorithm for constructing Isu x arrays of an n n matrix T. Fig. 7 Similarly, in the second for loop lines 13 17 we perform the second phase of stage l. Note that, when we say that we process a class X of E l , it means that we partition with respect to X, every class V of F l whose 2nd-phase reference class is X. After processing all classes in SMALL l , we can get every class C of E l+1 and determine the relative order of C as in the rst phase.
We n o w describe the third for loop lines 18 26 . Suppose that a class D of E l is split at stage l. For each subclass C of D, since we know the relative order of every intermediate subclass V of D and the relative order of every subclass of V , we can determine orderC in D. At line 21 we compute rankC b y F act 2 and set Iheight rankC = l by F act 3. Then, we correctly compute orderC and rankC for all classes C of E l+1 at the end of stage l. In order to satisfy the invariant, if C is small then put C into SMALL l+1 at line 22; otherwise i.e., C is big, we set big-ordD a s orderC at line 23. At the end of stage l, every small class S of E l+1 are in SMALL l+1 and we know big-ordpredS. Therefore, the invariant holds in the next stage. Finally, i f C is a singleton subclass that has one Isu x ij , w e compute the value of table P O S : P O S rankC = i; j.
Lemma 2 MAKE-POS correctly sorts all Isu xes of a text matrix T 1 : n; 1 : n and can be implemented in On 2 log n time.
Proof: MAKE-POS is always terminated since there cannot be a pair of Isu xes ij and uv such that ij = uv . Since the invariant holds for all stages as described, MAKE-POS correctly computes rankC for all singleton classes C at line 24. Hence, all elements of the table P O S can be determined.
We n o w consider data structures that are used in MAKE-POS. We implement an equivalence class as a doubly-linked list so that insertions or deletions of positions can bedone in O1 time. , be the length of the longest common pre x of P O S k , 1 and P O S k as one-dimensional strings. Whenever we determine Iheight rankC for each new class C of E l+1 in procedure MAKE-POS, height rankC can be computed in Olog n time using Manber and Myers's interval trees 22 . Since an internal node of the interval tree is associated with an interval L; M; R that can arise in a binary search, we can directly get tables Llcp and Rlcp from the interval tree after computing height k for all 2 k n 2 .
Theorem 1 The Isu x array of an n n square matrix can be constructed in On 2 log n time. 
Experimental Results
In this section we describe implementation details of Lsu x trees and present experimental results. Lsu x trees: Giancarlo's construction algorithm 10 of Lsu x trees inserts an Lsu x L in each step which consists of two phases: the rescanning phase nds the extended locus of head of L; the scanning phase scans Lcharacter by Lcharacter and makes the leaf node corresponding to L. To perform each rescanning phase in Olog n time, an Lsu x tree is represented as a dynamic tree 27 . That is, an Lsu x tree is partitioned into vertex-disjoint paths, which are represented as balanced binary search trees. We use splay trees 28 for the balanced binary search tree. There are two v ariations of dynamic trees by the way of partitioning the tree into vertex-disjoint paths: naive partitioning and partitioning by size. Since the naive partitioning method is simpler and faster, we use this method. To perform the scanning phase in Olog n amortized time, we construct two su x trees T r o w s and T cols 10 of two strings that are obtained by concatenating the rows and columns of the matrix, respectively. To query LCA nodes in O1 time, we augment both trees by using the algorithm of Schieber and Vishkin 26 . To encode outgoing edges of an internal node in su x trees, three distinct methods are known: jj-element v ectors, linked lists, and binary search trees. We use jj-element v ectors for T r o w s and T cols . However, we cannot use jj-element v ectors for Lsu x trees, since the size of L is not bounded. Thus we use top-down splay trees 28 in which search and insert operations take Olog n time.
To use an Lsu x tree for pattern matching purposes, Giancarlo 10 built the re ned Lsu x tree that is the compacted trie of all Lsu xes as one-dimensional strings in On 2 log n time. However, we re ned an Lsu x tree as follows. For each i n ternal node u of an Lsu x tree, since the children of u are sorted by the rst Lcharacters labeled on the edges outgoing u and the longest common pre x between two Lcharacters is computed in O1 time, we can construct a compacted trie of all the rst Lcharacters in Oc u time where c u is the number of the children of u. Hence, we can construct the re ned Lsu x tree in On 2 time.
Experiments: The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 8 . For experiments, we used random matrices. We varied jj and the size of matrices. We used a Sun Ultra-Sparc1 167MHz with 128 megabytes of main memory. We showed the construction time for Isu x arrays or Lsu x trees including the time for re ning Lsu x trees. The space is measured by the maximum amount of memory used during the construction. The blank in Fig. 8 means that we cannot construct the Lsu x tree since it exceeds the size of main memory. In case of Isu x arrays, if we increase jj then the number of partitioning stages is in general reduced, and thus the construction time decreased.
Since we used jj-element vectors for su x trees T r o w s and T cols of rows and columns, the space needed to construct Lsu x trees increased in proportion to jj. The construction of Isu x arrays is ten times faster and ve times space-e cient than that of Lsu x trees.
Three-Dimensional Su x Arrays
We will construct a three-dimensional su x array, the Zsu x array, which is a generalization of the Isu x array to three dimensions. In this section, we describe a linearization method of cubic matrices and brie y present h o w to sort the linearized strings.
fall Istrings of Ilength ig. Z is called the alphabet of Zcharacters, and a linearized string of a cubic matrix B 1 : n; 1 : n; 1 : n is called the Zstring Now w e will de ne three-dimensional su x arrays, Zsu x arrays. For 1 i; j; k n, the su x SB ij k of cubic matrix B is the largest cubic submatrix of B that starts at position i; j; k in B. We de ne the reference ri; j; k of i; j; k in a class C of E l as follows: if l mod 3 = 1, ri; j; k = i + 1 ; j ; k ; if l mod 3 = 2, ri; j; k = i; j + 1 ; k ; if l mod 3 = 0, ri; j; k = i; j; k + 1.
The partitioning is based on: i; j; k E l+1 u; v; w if and only if i; j; k E l u; v; w and ri; j; k E l ru; v; w: y x z cp (1) ap (1) bp (1) ap (3) ap (2) bp (2) bp (3) cp (2) cp(3) Figure 9 : Zstrings and Equivalence classes of a cubic matrix.
In Fig. 9 -c, the common Zpre xes of Zstrings in equivalence classes of E 1 through E 7 are shown.
To apply the partitioning technique, we use the following relations.
i; j; k F l u; v; w if and only if i; j; k E l u; v; w and ri; j; k E l,2 ru; v; w: i; j; k G l u; v; w if and only if i; j; k F l u; v; w and ri; j; k E l,1 ru; v; w: i; j; k E l+1 u; v; w if and only if i; j; k G l u; v; w and ri; j; k E l ru; v; w: cubic matrices using these relations. As in two dimensions, we can construct a Zsu x array based on these relations. Theorem 2 The Zsu x array of an n n n matrix can be constructed in On 3 log n time.
Corollary 1 Three-dimensional su x trees can be c onstructed in On 3 log n time.
Conclusion
We have de ned two-dimensional and three-dimensional su x arrays and presented construction algorithms for them which are based on partitioning techniques. As experimental results show, our Isu x arrays are faster and more space-e cient than Lsu x trees. These results imply that su x arrays seem to bemore practical index data structures than su x trees in two and higher dimensions.
